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Abstract
Purpose. In Primary Antibody De�ciencies (PADs), pulmonary complications are the main cause of
morbidity, despite immunoglobulin substitutive therapy, antibiotic treatment of exacerbations and
respiratory physiotherapy. Current recommendations for surveillance of PADs respiratory complications
include the annual assessment of spirometry and the execution of chest High Resolution Computed
Tomography (HRCT) every four years.

This study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of Lung Clearance Index (LCI) as early marker of lung
damage in patients with PADs. LCI is measured by Multiple Breath Wash-out, a non-invasive and highly
speci�c test widely used in Cystic Fibrosis patients.

Methods. Pediatric patients with PADs (n=17, 10, M, 7, F, age range 5-15 years) underwent baseline
assessment of lung involvement with chest HRCT, Spirometry and Multiple Breath nitrogen Wash-out.
Among them, 13 patients were followed up to repeat HRCT after four years, while performing Pulmonary
Function Tests annually. Their baseline and control LCI and FEV1 values were compared, taking HRCT as
gold standard, using logistic regression analysis.

Results. LCI (OR 2.43 at baseline, OR 14.95 at control) has a stronger discriminating power between
altered and normal HRCT rather than FEV1 (OR 0.82 at baseline, OR 1.91 at control).

Conclusion. Within the context of a limited sample size, LCI seems to be more predictive of HRCT
alterations than FEV1 and more sensitive than HRCT in detecting ventilation inhomogeneity, in absence
of bronchiectasis. A study of a larger cohort of pediatric patients followed longitudinally in adulthood is
needed to challenge these �ndings.

Introduction
Primary Antibody De�ciencies (PADs), a heterogeneous spectrum of conditions characterized by marked
reduction in blood levels of at least one main immunoglobulin (Ig) class, are the most representative
diseases among all human inborn errors of immunity, accounting for about half of the cases of primary
immunode�ciency [1–6].

Pulmonary diseases, and especially respiratory tract infections, are among the main causes of morbidity
and mortality in patients with PADs, although their prognosis has been signi�cantly improved by
adequate immunoglobulin substitutive therapy, aggressive antibiotic therapy of sinopulmonary
exacerbations and personalized respiratory physiotherapy programs. The presence of chronic lung injury
at diagnosis represents the major predictor of mortality, while an early diagnosis and the timely start of Ig
substitutive therapy, together with well-conducted respiratory physiotherapy, are predictors of positive
outcomes for patients with PADs [7–11]. Detecting early signals of a worsening pulmonary function is
therefore critical to prevent progression towards chronic lung disease.
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Respiratory tract infections can be relevant when occurring acutely, but their recurrence can also have
long-term effects on the lung architecture, by remodeling airways. As result of repeated infectious and
in�ammatory episodes leading to destruction of airways and lung parenchyma with parallel decline in
respiratory function, bronchiectasis are common in patients with PADs. Chest High Resolution Computed
Tomography (HRCT) is currently the gold standard for the detection and characterization of
bronchiectasis and respiratory complications [10,12].

The current AIEOP/IPINet recommendations (AIEOP, Italian Association of Pediatric Hematology
Oncology and IPINet, Italian Primary Immunode�ciencies Network) for the surveillance of respiratory
complications in PADs recommend the annual evaluation of lung function with spirometry, associated
with chest HRCT every four years in otherwise clinically stable patients. Spirometry has to be carried out
in well-being or at least three weeks after recovery from an episode of respiratory exacerbation, while
HRCT must be anticipated in case of an episode of severe respiratory exacerbation requiring
hospitalization or if the patient is not clinically healthy and possibly performed at least three weeks after
recovery [13].

Spirometry detects dynamic lung volumes by measuring the movement of the inhaled and exhaled air
during respiratory maneuvers and by expressing it as a function of time. One of the parameters detected
during spirometry is the Forced Expiratory Volume at 1 second (FEV1), the volume of air exhaled in the
�rst second of a forced exhalation. FEV1 represents the index parameter of the bronchial obstruction
degree, as well as being a good indicator of airway resistance. FEV1 is commonly used as the primary
tool in monitoring patients with bronchiectasis [8,9,14]. However, both in literature and in clinical practice,
there is increased evidence that FEV1 is poorly sensitive in identifying early lung damage. Most clinical
trials performed on patients with bronchiectasis showed that the initial pulmonary impairment
identi�able through chest HRCT was not detectable by FEV1, which was normal in most patients [15–18].
On the other hand, exposing PADs patients to radiation increase the risk of neoplasms in the long term.
Due to the underlying disease, PADs patients have a greater risk of neoplastic disease compared to the
general population. Primarily in pediatric PADs patients, minimizing radiation exposure is mandatory, also
considering the improvement in their life expectancy of the last years [19].

Multiple Breath Inert Gas Wash-out (MBW) assesses static lung volumes and inhomogeneity of lung
ventilation during tidal breathing providing, as a functional parameter, the Lung Clearance Index (LCI), the
number of lung volumes required to complete the wash-out of a tracer gas inhaled or already present in
the lungs. For the execution of this non-invasive respiratory test, only minimal cooperation is required
from the patient, so that it is potentially applicable to all ages. MBW has therefore assumed increasing
clinical importance in the follow-up of chronic pulmonary disease in pediatric patients, such as those with
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) [20–22].

On the whole, observations in CF patients suggest that the MBW determination may provide a repeatable
and highly sensitive measure of lung function in patients with bronchiectasis, particularly those with
preserved spirometry [23–25].
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This study therefore aims to evaluate the effectiveness of LCI, measured by MBW, as early marker of lung
damage and to evaluate its trend over time during the follow-up of respiratory complications in patients
with PADs.

Methods
Trial design and participants

A four-year spontaneous/non-pro�t single-center prospective observational design has been conducted
from December, 2015, up to January, 2020. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee (EC) of the
IRCCS Fondazione Ca' Granda (EC approval number: 55_2018bis).

The primary goal of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of LCI, measured by nitrogen MBW, as
early marker of lung damage in patients with PADs, even in the absence of bronchiectasis. Secondarily
the study aimed to evaluate the overtime trend of LCI in patients with PADs during follow-up of respiratory
complications, verifying the usefulness of MBW in monitoring the respiratory function and in the early
highlighting of the onset of pulmonary complications.

Inclusion criteria in the study were: patients suffering from PADs diagnosed according to the European
Society for Immunode�ciencies (ESID) criteria [26]; patients in follow-up of the respiratory complications
according to the AIEOP/IPINet recommendations [13]; availability of chest HRCT performed in well-being
at least once in the last four years; age > �ve years; compliance with the study protocol and ability in
performing Pulmonary Function Tests (PFTs) according to the criteria of reliability. Exclusion criteria were
considered age < �ve years; patients not cooperating and/or not able to carry out the test correctly.

Seventeen patients (10 males and 7 females, age range between 5.7 and 14.8 years) with PADs were
involved in the study: 11 (6 males and 5 females) with Common Variable Immunode�ciency (CVID), 2
males with X-linked Agammaglobulinemia (XLA) and 1 male with Autosomal Recessive
Agammaglobulinemia (ARA), 2 female patients with Selective IgA De�ciency (SIgAD) with respiratory
complications and 1 male with Hyper IgM Syndrome (HIGM). 12 out of the 17 patients (8 CVID, 2 XLA, 1
ARA and 1 HIGM) were undergoing Ig substitutive therapy at the time of the study, all with adequate pre-
infusion IgG levels (median 915 mg/dl; IQR 872-964). All patients were also following a personalized
respiratory physiotherapy program. The median age of symptoms onset in all patients involved was 1.5
years (IQR 1.0-3.3). The median age at diagnosis was 6.6 years (IQR 4.3-9.8). The median diagnosis
delay was 3.2 years (IQR 1.3-6.7). The patients median age at baseline was 10.7 years (IQR 8.5-12.6). The
median duration of follow-up for this study was 4.0 years (IQR 3.2-4.0) (Table 1).

Intervention

According to the study design, MBW with LCI determination has been included in the standard follow-up
of patients with PADs in order to monitor the progression of respiratory complications. At the time of
enrollment each patient has been subjected to a global baseline assessment of lung involvement by
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performing spirometry, nitrogen MBW and chest HRCT. For 13 out of the 17 patients with stable
conditions the Pulmonary Function Tests (spirometry and MBW), performed annually, have been
compared with chest HRCT, performed every four years. For the other 4 patients, enrolled later, the follow-
up was too limited to check repeated chest HRCT and comparison has been possible only at baseline
time.

HRCT scan studies were scored adopting the Bhalla score [27] in a random order by a pediatric
radiologist and a pediatric pneumologist, blinded to patients’ identities and clinical information,
respectively. Readers evaluated each examination independently and reporting in consensus [28,29].

The Bhalla score [27] is a morphological scoring system usually applied to monitor pulmonary disease
progression and stage of chronic broncho-pneumopathies. Bhalla Score can vary between 0 and 25 and
includes presence, severity and extent of different pulmonary alterations, including bronchiectasis, peri-
bronchial thickening, mucous plugging, sacculation/abscesses, bullae, emphysema and
collapse/consolidation [12,30].

Each MBW test consists of a wash-in and a wash-out phase. This respiratory test is feasible in two ways
using an extrinsic inert tracer gas, inhaled until equilibrium is reached and then eliminated by breathing
ambient air, or by inhaling 100% oxygen for the wash-out of nitrogen, an intrinsic inert gas normally
present in the airways, respectively. In our survey 100% oxygen was used for the nitrogen wash-out in
order to increase sensitivity in identifying abnormalities being nitrogen present in all areas of the lung
[20,21].

Parameters derived from MBW are obtained on the analysis of the breath-by-breath concentrations and
volumes of gas. The LCI may be considered the most reliable MBW parameter since it re�ects the
inhomogeneity of pulmonary ventilation and is de�ned as the number of lung turnovers required to
washout the tracer gas up to 2.5% of its initial concentration. In a healthy person, this takes about 5-7
turnovers. According to a 2011 review by Fuchs and Gappa [15], which reports the most relevant studies
conducted to de�ne LCI normal values and Upper Limit of Normal (ULN) in pediatric age, LCI is constant
during childhood and independent of age, weight, height and gender during adolescence. The value of
7.00 is reported as ULN for LCI in childhood. In case of ventilatory inhomogeneity, LCI increases with the
number of turn-over needed for the tracer gas to be eliminated from the lungs [15,20,22,31].

Statistical methods

The median age of the 17 patients at the time of baseline HRCT was 10.7 years (IQR 8.5-12.6), while the
median age at the HRCT control after four years was 14.8 years (IQR 13.7-16.5) (Table 1).

Parameters of the respiratory function tests considered for the study were FEV1 as a percentage of the
predicted value (FEV1% mis/ T) and LCI at 2.5% of the gas initial concentration (LCI2.5%) calculated with
nitrogen MBW, respectively.
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Regarding the cross-sectional evaluation, LCI and FEV1 parameters were compared, taking the HRCT as
gold standard, evaluated by Bhalla score. Given the non-normal and asymmetrical distribution of the
Bhalla score, in order to better analyze the data, HRCT was transformed into a dichotomous variable and
statistical analyzes were accordingly performed by splitting the patients in two groups. Accordingly,
HRCT has been considered normal (N-CT) for patients with Bhalla score = 0, while it has been considered
altered (A-CT) for patients with Bhalla score > 0. Fisher's exact test has been employed to test the
dependency on gender, while age, FEV1 and LCI were compared using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.
Univariate and multivariate (adjusting for gender and age) logistic regression analyses were used to
study the association between FEV1, LCI and N-CT/A-CT.

Results
Spirometry turned out to be normal or slightly altered in all enrolled patients. FEV1 below 80% of the
predicted values, considered as Lower Limit of Normal (LLN) [14], have been found 4 times out of 56
measurements (7.14% of cases). In two of these cases spirometry was repeated in otherwise stable
patients three months later, following an intensi�cation of the respiratory physiotherapy program, with
return to normal basal values. Median FEV1 value observed at the baseline time was 105.2% (IQR 93.1-
117.1) and 97.2% (IQR 88.0-102.4) at the time of the second HRCT (Figure 1).

Although spirometry was always normal or just mildly altered, HRCT was found altered in 8/17 (47%)
patients at baseline, and in 6/13 (46%) patients at follow-up after four years. At baseline 3 A-TC patients
(18%) were reported with moderately altered Bhalla scores (median Bhalla score 7.0, IQR 7.0-8.5) and 5 A-
TC patients (29%) with slightly altered Bhalla scores (median Bhalla score 1.0, IQR 1.0-3.0). At the time of
control 2 A-TC patients (15%) were reported with moderately altered Bhalla scores (median Bhalla score
6.5, IQR 6.25-6.75) and 4 A-TC patients (31%) with slightly altered Bhalla scores (median Bhalla score 1.0,
IQR 1.0-1.75) (Figure 2). The HRCT images of patients with moderately altered Bhalla scores showed the
presence of bronchiectasis with thickened walls and other pathological �ndings such as collapse and
consolidation, peri-bronchial thickening and mucus plugs. Regardless of the severity and extent of
bronchiectasis, both of which were mild in 2 out of 3 patients, the severity of the pulmonary picture is
determined by the involvement of the more distal bronchioles.

The lung function study was completed through the evaluation of ventilatory inhomogeneity by nitrogen
MBW with LCI detection at 2.5% of the initial concentration of tracer gas. LCI values > 7 were found in
more than 50% patients. The median LCI value at the baseline time was 7.3 (IQR 6.74-7.92) and 7.4 (IQR
7.05-7.79) at the time of control corresponding to the second HRCT (Figure 3).

At baseline and at the time of radiological control, LCI and FEV1 parameters were compared taking HRCT
as gold standard. No signi�cant differences emerged in terms of the distributions of FEV1 and LCI
between patients with normal or altered HRCT (Figure 4 and Figure 5). The comparison of ages of the two
groups of patients was examined by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (p-value 0.04) with younger patients
showing a more altered HRCT (Figure 6).
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After standardizing FEV1 and LCI values, univariate and multivariate (including age and gender as
independent variables) logistic regression analyses were performed, using N-CT/A-CT as dependent
variable. FEV1 at baseline showed a weak negative association with A-CT (age and gender adjusted, OR =
0.82). On the contrary, LCI at baseline showed a positive association (age and gender adjusted, OR =
2.43). The same analyses were performed with the sample of 13 patients at the 4 years later HRTC
control. Accordingly, FEV1 after four years showed a weak positive association with A-CT (age and
gender adjusted, OR = 1.91), while LCI showed a stronger positive association after 4 years (age and
gender adjusted, OR = 14.95).

Discussion
According to the literature, the follow-up of lung involvement in patients with human inborn errors of
immunity requires improvements by introducing innovative tests aimed at the early detection of the onset
of lung damage, thus offering the opportunity for a change in the clinical management of patients. Hence
the need to study a non-invasive test, easily to perform even by youngest patients, for an earlier
identi�cation of the decline in respiratory function at an early stage.

The present survey describes the �rst study evaluating LCI in the pediatric population of patients with
inborn errors of immunity, inclusive of 17 patients suffering from different types of PADs and sharing
similar clinical pictures concerning lung involvement.

Our observations suggest that LCI might be a parameter with higher sensitivity when compared with FEV1
in detecting lung abnormalities, even in clinically stable situations. Except in one single case, the
Pulmonary Function Tests were always performed in stable conditions and no patient had experienced
signi�cant respiratory exacerbations before performing the MBW.

Although all patients presented with various degrees of airway disease, 82% of patients with altered
HRCT at baseline and/or control had FEV1 values within the normal range, despite their LCI values were
signi�cantly altered in 64% of cases. Among patients with normal HRCT at baseline or at control, 91%
had FEV1 values within the normal range, but 82% showed slightly altered LCI values. Nevertheless,
alterations in LCI found in cases of normal pulmonary HRCT were milder than those found in patients
with impaired chest HRCT.

A close clinical and instrumental monitoring over time is particularly indicated for patients with normal
pulmonary HRCT and increased LCI to check ventilatory inhomogeneity as indicator of initial decline in
lung function. A worsening of PFTs in patients with PADs, in particular LCI measured by MBW, should
therefore represent an alarming sign indicating the need to introduce new interventions such as
strengthening clinical check-up, implementation of respiratory physiotherapy, re-evaluation of Ig
substitutive therapy, introduction of anti-in�ammatory agents and more aggressive antibiotic therapy of
infectious exacerbations.
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A major limit of this study is the small sample size, limiting the power of the study. Therefore, our results
should be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, the results from our monocentric setting suggest the need
to check in larger groups the higher predictive value of an increase in LCI, compared to a reduction in
FEV1, in evaluating alterations of pulmonary HRCT. While gender seems to have limited in�uence, age
has a stronger impact on results, with younger patients showing a more altered HRCT. The age difference
between the patients with normal or altered HRCT is likely due to differences in the severity of the
underlying disease. In fact, patients in study had different forms of immunode�ciencies, with
heterogeneous clinical presentations. Indeed, most patients with altered chest HRCT have a more severe
disease expression, with an earlier onset of symptoms, while patients with normal HRCT generally have a
less severe disease expression and a milder severity of the symptoms on the whole.

Another limitation of the study is represented by the length of the observational period. Accordingly, a
follow-up of four years may still be temporarily limited to catch clinically relevant radiological changes.
Furthermore, four patients were enrolled during the study just at the initial phase of their follow up. In any
case, the relative stability of their clinical picture may support the validity of the surveillance and the
personalized respiratory physiotherapy adopted.

Carrying out PFTs and HRCT on the same day was hard to organize for practical reasons. Therefore, we
had to account for the time between HRCT and PFR for each patient, at the baseline and at the time of
control, respectively. However, the assessments were always performed in well-being states and the
statistical analysis did not demonstrate the in�uence on radiological results of the between-date
intervals.

LCI measured by MBW therefore appears a parameter with higher sensitivity to predict the presence of
anatomo-functional abnormalities as displayed on chest HRCT, in comparison with a reduced FEV1.
Indeed, at least within a pediatric setting, LCI seems to be able to detect alveolar inhomogeneity (with the
functional derivable correlates), even in the absence of x-rays detectable bronchiectasis and alterations at
spirometry. LCI could therefore integrate the Bhalla score, which does not include alveolar inhomogeneity,
and its periodical assessment could help the early detection of a worsening of respiratory function, before
the occurrence of alterations at radiological examinations and spirometry.

Further studies on larger cohorts of pediatric PADs patients followed longitudinally up to adulthood
within a multicentric context are required in order to validate the usefulness of MBW in this population.
An adequate sample size would also allow for a comparison between subjects with the same type of
human inborn error of immunity (considering the different forms of PADs) and a consequent more
detailed analysis of the different subgroups of patients, according to the emerging concepts of precision
medicine.

Abbreviations
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Variable N (%) Mean (SD) Median (IQR) Range

Age of symptoms onset 
(years)

17 (100%) 2.7 (3.1) 1.5 (1.0-3.3) 0.0-11.6

Age at diagnosis 
(years)

17 (100%) 7.0 (4.2) 6.6 (4.3-9.8) 0.7-14.8

Diagnosis delay 
(years)

17 (100%) 4.3 (3.8) 3.2 (1.3-6.7) 0.4-11.9

Age at baseline HRCT 
(years)

17 (100%) 10.4 (3.0) 10.7 (8.5-12.6) 5.7-14.8

Age at HRCT control 
(years)

13 (76%) 14.7 (2.8) 14.8 (13.7-16.5) 9.1-18.1

Duration of follow-up 
(years)

17 (100%) 3.4 (1.2) 4.0 (3.2-4.0) 0.4-4.9

Pre-infusion IgG levels 
(mg/dl)

12 (71%) 910 (107) 915 (872-964) 716-1080

SD, Standard Deviation; IQR, Interquartile Range; IgG, immunoglobulin G.

Figures
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Figure 1

Frequency distribution of FEV1 (percentages values compared to the predicted) at baseline (top) and at
the HRCT control (below). Blue line at the lower limit of normal, green lines at the FEV1 %mis/T quartiles
values. FEV1 %mis/T, Forced Expiratory Volume at 1 second percentage values compared to the
predicted; LLN, Lower Limit of Normal; IQR, Interquartile Range.
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Figure 2

Proportion of patients with normal (Bhalla score 0), slightly altered (Bhalla score ≤4, single values ≤1,
indicative of mild alterations) or moderately altered (Bhalla score >4, altered parameters >1, indicative of
moderate or severe alterations) HRCT at the baseline (left) and at the HRCT control (right). HRCT, High
Resolution Computed Tomography.
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Figure 3

Frequency distribution of LCI at 2.5% of gas initial concentration at baseline (top) and at the HRCT
control (below). Blue line at the upper limit of normal, red lines at the LCI 2.5% quartiles values. LCI 2.5%,
Lung Clearance Index at 2.5% of the gas initial concentration; ULN, Upper Limit of Normal; IQR,
Interquartile Range.
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Figure 4

Box plots (above), Mean and Standard Deviation (below) of FEV1 (percentages values compared to the
predicted) respectively for patients with normal HRCT (green) or altered HRCT (gray), at enrollment (left)
and at the HRCT control (right). FEV1 %mis/T, Forced Expiratory Volume at 1 second percentage values
compared to the predicted; HRCT, High Resolution Computed Tomography.
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Figure 5

Box plots (above), Mean and Standard Deviation (below) of LCI at 2.5% of gas initial concentration
respectively for patients with normal HRCT (green) or altered HRCT (gray), at enrollment (left) and at the
HRCT control (right). LCI 2.5%, Lung Clearance Index at 2.5% of gas initial concentration; HRCT, High
Resolution Computed Tomography.
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Figure 6

Box plots (above), Mean and Standard Deviation (below) of the age in years respectively for patients with
normal HRCT (green) or altered HRCT (gray) at enrollment (left) and at the HRCT control (right). HRCT,
High Resolution Computed Tomography.


